We employ a 2D particle-in-cell code to investigate the focusing of relativistic charged particle beams in plasmas. The intense electric fields generated by electron and positron beams in high energy physics experiments can ionize a gas into a plasma which will then focus the beams. This self-ioniza.tion mechanism will enhance the luminosity in e+e-collisions by implementing a plasma lens in the interaction region. We investigate the dependences of the luminosity enhancement on the plasma lens thickness and plasma densit.y. The a.pplication of plasma lens focusing to SLC is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Achieving high enough luminosities (event rates) for physics studies is one of the important goals for e+e-linear colliders. The Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) is the first linear collider to study the fundamental electroweak gauge particle, '_' Z, by colliding electron and positron beams at N 92 GeV center-of-mass energy.
Small spot sizes (w 1-2 pm) can be obtained by the final focusing optics at SLC.
-.
Plasma focusing can in principle provide a mechanism by which to pinch the ._ beams to even smaller size before they collide at the interaction point.
The self-focusing plasma lens has been proposed as a mechanism to increase the luminosity in e+e-linear colliders [l] . C onventional quadrupole magnets for final on line focusing in high energy accelerators have limited focusing strength (a few hundred MG/cm), while pl asma lenses are able to produce focusing strength a few orders of magnitude higher, depending on the pla.sma. density. This selffocusing effect by the plasma on relativistic beams has been verified experimentally at the Argonne National Laboratory [2] and in Ja.pan [3] .
e Since the introduction of the self-focusing plasma lens, the study of plasma focusing has been divided into the overdense regime [4] (i.e. the beam peak density nb is much smaller than the ambient .plasma density nP) and the underdense regime [5, 6] (nb > np). In the overdense regime, the beam quantities can be treated as perturbations. Hence, the plasma dynamics ca.n be well described by linear fluid theory. Although the focusing is strong in this regime, the beam optics are subject to aberrations due to the spatial dependence of the focusing strength. Furthermore, the high plasma density may pose backgrounds to particle detectors. In the underdense regime, the focusing strengt,h for electron beams is more uniform, and that for positron beams becomes non1inea.r.
Recently, it has been proposed that considerable luminosity gain can be achieved by using the beams themselves to ionize a ga.s into a plasma, which subsequently focuses the beams [7] . Th e major mechanism is tunneling ionization, a consequence of the distortion of the atomic potential by the strong electric field carried by the intense, charged particle beam. This self-ionization mechanism provides an attractive means by which to implement a plasma lens for final focusing in e+e-collisions, as it is non-trivial to produce high density plasmas at *the center of a complex detector.
Previous studies[l, 71 h ave neglected the effects of the ion motion in the plasma. Because of the strong fields exerted by the beams, the ions are expected to move to neutralize the space charge forces of the beams. On the other hand, the self-ionization process mentioned above is determined spatially by the beam '1' fields, which have to be solved self-consistently when the beams collide. In view . : of this, simulations are required to accurately account for the complicated dynamics of beam-plasma interactions.
The purpose of this work is to simulate beam plasma interactions by the selfionization mechanism and to investigate the maximum attainable enhancement of luminosity. We will use SLC beams as an example. Our main objective is to determine the plasma density and plasma lens thickness for maximum luminosity enhancement at SLC. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the basic principles of plasma lens focusing are briefly reviewed. In section 3, the selfionization mechanism of an intense, charged particle beam is discussed. In section 4, we employ the 2D particle-in-cell electromagnetic code, CONDOR [8] , to simula$e beam-plasma interactions and to study the phenomenon of self-focusing. The dependences of the luminosity enhancement on the plasma density and plasma lens thickness at SLC are also investigated. Section 5 contains discussions and a .summary of our results.
PLASMA FOCUSING OF BEAMS
The theory and the literature have thus far [4 -6] separated focusing by plasmas of density greater than the beam (overdense lens) and by those of lesser density(underdense lens). This distinction, for the purpose of analysis, nevertheless may obscure the unifying features of plasma. focusing. We will attempt a description of beam-plasma interaction which describes the focusing aspect of the plasma response. The beams themselves are ultrarelativistic, and thus the intra-beam forces are compensated by a factor of l/y2, when propagating in a vacuum. When the beam impinges a plasma, the initia.1 response of the plasma is to neutralise the electric field of the beam , not necessarily completely. As a consequence, the beam particles always experience a net force (intra-beam forces being almost fully balanced) which focuses them, due to ions for e-beams and 'excess electrons for e+ beams. The magnetic response of the pla.sma. occurs in a much slower fashion and for our purposes is only a correction. The difference between an overdense and an underdense lens for an electron beam is mainly in the optical properties of the lens. In the case of an overdense lens, the frequency of oscillation of the plasma electrons is high, and the focusing strength follows . . the beam longitudinal profile with an oscillatory term due to the plasma electron oscillation. For underdense lenses, the plasma oscillation has a smaller frequency, and in our examples the beam has a length smaller than the plasma wavelength.
This results in the expulsion of plasma electrons from the beam interior and the beam being focused by the plasma ions. For e $-beams the overdense scenario is similar to the e-case, but, for underdense lenses, the plasma electrons oscillate in the field of the beam and provide a focusing force while in the beam interior.
In general, the p-function of the beam focusing in a, plasma is governed by the third order differential equation: that nb N 2ip is needed to produce linear focusing over most of the bunch [6] .
In the underdense plasma regime, the focusing strength K is determined by the density of the plasma, and is essentially constant inside the bulk plasma:
In practice we will choose 17 N l/2 in Eq. (3) to ensure the underdense condition. 
The corresponding /3* is /3*+=-$ . 
Inserting Eq. (9) into Eq. (7), we have
Integrating twice, the second time after multiplication by ,8', one finds
The exact solution to this nonlinear equation is non-trivial. Notice, however, that the very purpose of a plasma lens is to reduce B'. Thus by definition, b E @*I/?: << 1, and the term p/p* on the right hand side can be neglected in a perturbative approximation. Then the solution is (12) . . .
When restoring the /?/PO* in Eq. (11) by the value of bo, we find an improved
This iterative process can continue to the degree of accuracy that one desires.
3. IONIZATION PROCESSES [7] There are essentially two ionization mechanisms that can be provided by a high intensity, high energy beam, namely, the collisional ioinzation and the tunneling ionization. In the following, we discuss in deta.il the rela.tive importance of these ionization processes.
CA) Collisional ionization
Collisional ionization is an ionization process in which an individual beam particle ionizes-an atom by a virtual photon exchange. The cross section can be estimated via the photo-ionization cross section, using the Weiszacker-Williams spectrum. The ionization cross section in the equivalent photon approximation is given by [9] where
n=l Wn
For hydrogrn atoms, Z = 1 and wl = wl = 13.6 eV. The spectrum cry(w) can be parametrized from photo-ionization data as 9(w) = c--&q)" Mb.
For SLC beams, E = 45 GeV and we find 0; N 0.22 Mb. The fraction of "atoms that can be ionized through this mechanism by aa incoming beam with N particles and size or is Ri = Noi/4ra:.
For SLC beams, Q, -1 pm and N -lOlo, so Ri is only on the order of a few percent, which is far from saturation.
One therefore needs to have a gas which is l/Ri times denser to provide the necessary amount of plasma. This is not desirable, however, as the backgrounds ... become very large. In addition, the nonsaturation of ionization also causes the ._ : tail of the beam to encounter a higher concentration of plasma than the head --of the beam. This results in different foci for parts of the beam from different longitudinal positions. In this paper, therefore, we neglect collisional ionization ._ in our self-ionization process.
(
B) Tunneling ionization
There is another ionization mechanism which relies on the collective field of the beam. When an external electric field is strong enough that the atomic Coulomb potential is sufficiently distorted, there is a finite probability that the bound state electron can tunnel through the potential barrier and become free.
For hydrogen atoms, the ionization probability (per unit time) is given by [lO] a5c mc2 w=4--1
where E is the external electric' field. The coefficient in the exponent is 2/3(cr3/AC)(mc2/eE) 2 34.1 eV/A. It is interesting to note that the ionization probability is already substantial long before the exponent reaches a value of the order unity due to the typical largeness of the non-exponential part. Thus for the beam conditions we anticipate, the three time scales follow the right "ordering.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
To give a quantitative account of beam-plasma interactions, we employ the 2-; D particle-in-cell code, CONDOR [8] , t o simulate the propagation of relativistic electron and positron beams in plasmas. CONDOR is a 2-;D, fully electromagnetic particle-in-cell code in which the dynamics of plasma and beam particles are treated self-consistently by the Maxwell equations and the Lorentz force equations. In order to calculate the luminosity enhancement by self-ionization, we have modified CONDOR to include a luminosity calculation and an algorithm for the ionization of gases triggered by the strong electric fields of relativistic charged particle beams.
(A) Beam focusing in plasmas
The geometry of our simulations is in r-z coordinates. Hence, the beams and the plasma are taken to be cylindrically symmetric.
The electron and positron beams are injected from the boundaries in the +i and -i directions respectively.
To demonstrate the phenomenon of self-pinching of relativistic beams in plasmas, a-+re-formed plasma is assumed in this subsection. The details of self-focusing effects due to tunneling ionization and its effect on luminosity enhancement will be examined in a later subsection.,
The density profile for a cylindrically symmetric bi-Gaussian beam is pb = nbe-r=/2a:e-r~/2a:, where the peak beam density nb is related to the number of particles N in the bunch as nb = N/(27r)3/2a,2a,.
To simulate the SLC beams, we take N = 4 x lOlo, 0, = 0.2 mm and br = 2 pm.
The corresponding peak beam density nb = 3.17 x 1018 cme3.
We are interested in determining the plasma lens density and thickness for maximum gain of luminosity in e+e-collisions, as will be discussed later. Thus, we initially choose np = 3 x 1018 cmD3 for the plasma. density. The simulations run from plasmas which are underdense to overdense plasmas.
The initial conditions for our simulation are as follows. The energies of the "electron and positron beams are taken to be 45 GeV which has been achieved at SLC. The emittance of the beams is 4 x 10-l' m-rad and the corresponding p* = 10 mm (contrast with 5 mm as the design goal) in the final focusing region before the beams enter the plasma lens. The plasma electrons and ions are assumed to be stationary initially, and the plasma lens has a thickness of 4 mm.
In Fig. 1 This example shows that the outer cores of the beams are not focused as well as the central parts. This is due to the fact that the beam density in the outer region is smaller than the plasma density and is a characteristic of beam focusing in an overdense plasma (note that the peak beam density is about the same as the plasma density). In Figs. l(d) and (h), the two beams start to diverge again after colliding, and this completes the process of eSe-collision in the plasma..
It is important that the beams collide at the focal point of the plasma lens for optimal luminosity gain.
(B) Beam focusing by tunneling ionization
As mentioned in the previous section, the major self-ionization process is tunneling ionization, while that due to collisional ionization has, at most, a small effect and, hence, can be neglected. The electric fields of electron and positron beams at SLC are strong enough to ionize a gas into a plasma through the mechanism of tunneling ionization. This mechanism of pinching the beams is attractive, since to form a plasma externally in the intera.ction region is nontrivial. It is important to determine from simulations whether this self-ionization *mechanism is able to pinch the beams to achieve enough gain in luminosity for e+e-collisions in plasma lenses. As mentioned before, the maximum of the enhancement factor depends on the focusing strength and thickness of the plasma lens. By varying the gas density and lens thickness for fixed beam parameters, it is possible to determine design parameters for implementing a plasma lens in the final focusing region of SLC.
The criterion for the ionization of a gas element in our system of simulation is given by Eq. (17). F or every grid point in our simulation mesh, the ionization rate function W is accumulated at every time step as the beams traverse the gas.
The gas element is turned into a plasma element when the integral in Eq. (17) is greater than or equal to 1. The gas will be ionized at a distance behind the beam fronts, which is determined by the beam parameters. Because of this, the beam fronts will never see the plasma and therefore will not be focused at all.
Moreover the cores of the beams do not experience substantial focusing because the ionization begins at a radius of about 0.20 and this degrades the final spot size and beam-beam disruption. Therefore, it is expect'ed tha,t the luminosity gain is less than that of colliding e + e -beams in a pre-formed plasma.
c To study the propagation of electron and positron beams in gases, we choose the gas density and lens thickness to be 6 x 1Or8 cmV3 and 4.0 mm respectively.
These lens parameters correspond to maximum luminosity enhancement in a gas for the above beam parameters, the result obtained from simulations with varied gas densities and lens thicknesses.
In Fig. 2 , we show the simulation results for the behaviors of the eS and ebeams as they traverse a gas of density 6 x 10" cmV3. 
where HD~ is the "geometric" enhancement due to the reduction of beam sizes by the plasma lens, and HDO and HD~ are the disruption enhancement, due to 'beam-beam interaction with and without the plasma. lens? respectively. Since the plasma-focused e+ and e-beams are different sizes, the "geometric" enhancement (excluding depth f f o ecus and disruption effects) in luminosity is ., -.
We have shown that the mechanism of self-ionization of ativistic e+ or e-beam. To ensure that the two beams 22) where IT is the focusing strength of the lens determined by the plasma density np, and re is the classical electron radius. If the eS and e-beams are focused evenly, the plasma lens thickness should be 1 = 2s*. Because of various nonlinear effects, however, the desirable lens thickness cannot be determined analytically.
We therefore rely on simulation to determine the optimal lens parameters.
In CONDOR simulation, the focal length is determined by optimizing the longitudinal length of the plasma for maximum gain in luminosity.
The luminosity for e+e-collisions is defined as the 4-dimensional phase space
where Z' = z -ct, nl and n2 are the densities of electrons and positrons, respectively, as functions of time, and f is the repetition rate of collisions. When e+ and e-beams collide in a vacuum, luminosity will be enhanced by disruption caused by the bending of particle trajectories by the electromagnetic fields of the oncoming beam. To quantify this luminosity enha.ncement, we define the enhancement factor
where Lo = f N2/47ra,2 is the nominal luminosity. When e+ and c-beams collide in plasma, the luminosity is further enhanced by pla.sma focusing.
In Fig. 4 , we show the distributions of the luminosity enhancement factor HD as a function of the plasma lens thickness L for various gas densities. The numbers of particles in the beams are 4 x 10" and 3 x lOlo, respectively, for the two sets of curves. The gas density varies from 2 x 1018 cmB3 to 6 x 10" cmw3.
Let us first consider the case where N = 4 x 10". We see that for a gas density of 6 x 1018, we achieve the maximum gain in luminosity, mainly because of the stronger focusing strength produced by a higher density gas. The optimal lens thickness is found to be about 4.0 mm and this is in good agreement with the theoretical estimate from Eq. (6). It is also seen that the enhancement factor does not change sensitively around this optimal lens thickness. This shows that the enhancement is not very sensitive to the lens thickness or to the longitudinal offset of the two beams. For N = 3 x 10 lo because the bea.m fields are weaker, and , the corresponding focusing strength is not as strong as for N = 4 x lOlo, a longer lens thickness (5.6 mm) is required to achieve the maximum gain in luminosity, and the optimal gain in luminosity is smaller than that for N = 4 x lOlo.
In the previous subsection, we saw that the electrons are focused somewhat better than the positrons. It would be better to have the beams focused with a longitudinal offset that allows the beams to meet when they have the smallest spot sizes; However, from our simulation, an offest of a.bout 0.67 psec with the positron beam injected later only increases the luminosity gain by a few percent. This is again an illustration of the relatively flat behavior of the distributions near the optimal lens thickness. Furthermore, increasing the gas density beyond 6 x 1018 cmB3 does not further increase the luminosity gain. This is expected.
As in the overdense regime, the focusing will basically be determined by the beam parameters, and the aberration effects will increase the spot sizes at the interaction point for higher density gases.
CONCLUSIONS
We have used the particle-in-cell code, CONDOR, to study beam-plasma interactions and have demonstrated the focusing of rela.tivistic beams in plasmas.
*By focusing and colliding e-and e+ beams in plasmas, the luminosity in high energy linear collider experiments can be enhanced as a consequence of the selffocusing of the beams.
We have also shown that considerable luminosity enhancement can be obtained by the process of tunneling ionization. A luminosity enhancement factor of 5 to-7 can be achieved by this process for SLC beam parameters of N -3 x lOlo and N = 4 x lOlo -, Qr = 2 pm, oZ = 0.2 mm and an emittance of 4 x 10-l' m-rad. For a repetition rate of 120 set-l, it will enhance the luminosity to -3 x 1030 cmm2 set-l at ,SLC. It should be noted that further luminosity enhancement is possible, especially in the core regions, by way of collisional ionization, which we have neglected in this analysis. The complementary roles of impact ioinization and tunneling ioinzation will play a more important role in the Next Linear Collider (NLC). F or example, for NLC beams with N = 0.65 x lOlo, uz = 300 nm, and uY = 3nm, impact ioinzation will be saturated. This must be taken into account in luminosity calculations. 
